Autumn 2017

Our Year 10 Pupils Rise
to the Challenge during
the Faith, Nurture and
Service Days
PLUS Fundraising fun with
#Hello Yellow, Jeans for Genes
and a charity leg wax!
Northumbria Trip
Icelandic Adventures
and more!
Welcome to our latest edition of the ‘Communiqué’ from Archbishop Temple School.

A message from
the Headteacher
Dear Parent/Carer,

amongst the top ten non-selective schools in
the country and the highest achieving non It’s hard to believe that we are already half way selective school in Lancashire. I’m also aware
through our busy autumn term, but the days are that these are life enhancing results for our
getting shorter, and I noticed the first set of
young people, and these excellent personal
Christmas lights on a house this week.
results will open lots of doors for them as they
progress into the next stage of their lives. In
Welcome
the words of one pupil who left us last summer
Our new Year 7 pupils have settled into school “the teachers at Archbishop Temple School
extremely well, and have obviously found their know their subjects and know how to teach”. It
feet quickly. It was a pleasure to welcome 158 is clear to me that simply doing the job
new pupils into September. Thank you for
properly, not looking for ways to game the
choosing to send your children to Archbishop
system, is the only way to guarantee real and
Temple School; we will do our very best for
sustained success.
them and for you over the years to come. We
have also welcomed parents and children from I am sure parents will want to join me in
Year 5 and 6 coming to look round the school
congratulating our pupils and their teachers on
during our two very busy open mornings.
these phenomenal achievements.
We welcomed two new members of staff to
Archbishop Temple School this year.
Mr Sam Nightingale joins the English
department and Mr Jamie Ranson joins the
Maths department.
Our examination results
Our GCSE results are particularly pleasing this
year. The overall school figure for 5 A*-C
including Maths and English is 91%. We are
very pleased that the school retains its strong
position despite significant changes to the
GCSE specifications. As well as celebrating
our headline 91% A*-C figure I am delighted
that nearly 40% of our grades were at A or A*,
or 7, 8 and 9 in the new grading system.
These results are quite spectacular and put us
Archbishop Temple School, St Vincent’s Road, Fulwood, Preston PR2 8RA
Telephone: 01772 717782 Website: www.archbishoptemple.com
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Examination results in 2018

You probably will have heard a
lot in the media about the new
examination grading system.
English and Maths results in
2017 were reported on the new
9-1 scale, and all other
subjects except Technology
subjects will be reported in this
way in 2018, with Technology
coming on stream in 2020.
The diagram below should help
parents understand the
“currency conversion” between
the old and the new grading
systems. Our local colleges are
asking for passes at grade 4 or
better for admissions, and most
of their courses are asking for
at least a grade 6 in a related
subject for admission onto an
A ‘level course.

Our building

Ben Wallace, who has been
very supportive in our attempts
We heard at the beginning of
October that Historic England to come to terms with this
have decided that our buildings news.
are of architectural significance
and therefore we have received However, we are pleased to
have refurbished our food
notice that we are now a
Grade II listed building. I can’t technology room over the
pretend that I am delighted by summer holidays and we are
shortly starting a project to
this news, as school budgets
are already very stretched, and resurface the tennis courts with
this does put extra constraints a “MUGA” surface and replace
on what we can do to improve the fencing around the area.
We have also extended our
our buildings on an already
library and done some work on
very limited budget. I am
the outside area beside the
reassured by conversations
with the local planning authority dining room. The ponds in our
outdoor seating area have
who say that they should be
been remodelled, and are now
sympathetic to proposals for
any alterations if they enhance home to a thriving population of
the use of the building. I would koi carp. Most of the work done
around school has been done
also like to thank our MP,
by our site team, or by groups
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of staff volunteering to work on
a project during their own
holiday time (in some cases
bringing their partners in too).
I am very grateful for the
commitment this shows to
making the building as good as
it can be for our young people.

Bonfire night
One of the highlights of the
school year is our PTA bonfire
night. If you’ve been before
you will know just how good
the event is. We look forward
to seeing as many of you as
possible at school on Friday
27th October, starting at
6.30pm. As well as being a
great evening with the whole

THANK-YOU TO KIRKHAM
BOX COMPANY

school community together,
it’s also a really good
fundraiser for the school, and
gives the PTA funds to support
the work of the school. I would
encourage you to join us for a
very good family evening out.
Warm regards,
Mrs G. Jackson
Headteacher

"The donation enables
solutions to a wide variety of
students to model and
industries for over 40 years.
prototype their work in an
Archbishop Temple School's
industrial standard material,"
Technology Department would said Mr T. Duggan,
like to thank Kirkham Box
Head of Technology. "We'd like
Company Ltd for donating a
to thank Kirkham Box
large supply of E Flute
Company for their support."
corrugated cardboard to
support pupils' GCSE
The local company has
coursework.
been supplying quality
packaging and packaging
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See what Genesis says as God
makes people. (Genesis 1:2627) Notice we are ear wigging
on a conversation between
persons of God.
26 Then God said, ‘Let us
make mankind in our image, in
our likeness, so that they may
rule over the fish in the sea and
the birds in the sky, over the
JOE, OUR CHAPLAIN,
TALKS ABOUT FRIENDSHIP livestock and all the wild
animals, [a] and over all the
At the start of a new school
creatures that move along the
year you want to establish your
ground.’
friendship group. If you begin a
new job, go to a new activity,
27 So God created mankind in
we all want to establish
his own image,
whether there are people we
in the image of God he
can be with friends with.
created them;
Friendship is important to us.
male and female he created
This half term we have been
them.
looking at the Christian value of
friendship. Let me share what
The relational God makes
we’ve discovered.
relational people. Relationships
are at the heart of who God is
It’s always good to ask where
and because as Christians we
things come from and why we
have always claimed we are
are the way we are. The fact
made in his image. So
we all seem to value friendship
relationships are at the heart of
means we have to ask why?
who we are.
Why do people care about
relationships and friendships at
Wonderfully the God of the
all. Are they just a vehicle for
Bible explains why friendships
survival in a world where only
matter to us generally but even
the fittest survive? A means to
better than that this God wants
end or does the fact we all
to be friends with us.
value friendship reveal a
deeper truth? I want to argue
that the reason we value
friendship flows out of the
reality of who God is. The God
of the Bible is no lonely old guy
in the sky. The God of the Bible
is a dynamic, loving
relationship of God the Father,
God the Son and God the
Spirit.
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John 15:12-13
12 My command is this: love
each other as I have loved you.
13 Greater love has no one
than this: to lay down one’s life
for one’s friends.
Jesus, God the Son wants to
be our friend and demonstrates
what true friendship looks like.
He is the kind of friend who has
laid down his life in loving
sacrifice for his friends. Jesus
has been my best friend now
for 18 years and he has never
let me down yet. I know how
much he cares for me because
he laid down his life for me. He
also helps us to be the kind of
friends we should be. Friends
who love like he does with
sacrificial love.
So as you start the new year
and begin to make new friends
and establish and deepen old
ones, why not look to Jesus for
help and strength? So you can
be the best friend you can be
and know how good a friend he
is to you.
Joe Houghton
School Chaplain.

Carol Service
Thursday 14th December 2017
7pm
Preston Minster, Church Street
Preston

All welcome to this joyful, festive occasion featuring carols
sung by Archbishop Temple School’s Year 7 pupils
and the school’s Show Choir.
Free
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FAITH, NURTURE AND
SERVICE DAYS
Year 10 Activity Days:
Purpose
At the start of Year 10,
students who were beginning
their GCSE programme
embarked on a three-day
adventure, with the aim of
building relationships, learning
more about themselves and
getting a better understanding
of their future.
There were three separate
days of activities:
A conference day held at
Cardinal Newman College,
designed to help students
understand what their future
could have in store.

trip to
Borwick Hall Outdoor
Adventure Centre in Carnforth.
Largely because it was
challenging, physical and
exciting, and for many people
there were activities they had
never done before.
We took part in multiple
activities:
Crate Stacking
Low ropes
Bouldering
Indoor Caving
Team Building Challenges
The crate stacking was an
energetic, exciting activity
where one person was
strapped to a harness and had
to stand atop an ever-growing
pile of crates, until he could
touch a ball above him. The
others had to work together to

A Duke of Edinburgh style
five-mile hike with activities,
aimed at overcoming
challenges and working well
with others.
An outdoor, activity
challenge day at Borwick
Hall designed to push
boundaries and possibly take
students out of their
comfort zone.

The idea behind the three
days together was to give
Year 10 students skills and
focus to draw on the two
years of study ahead.
Outdoor Challenge Day:
Pushing the Boundaries
Of the three days my
personal favourite was the
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build the tower up, whilst
keeping it stable and sturdy,
but under time pressure at
reaching the ball as quickly as
possible. This required
communication between the
person on the top of the crates
and the others at the bottom,
and those in the harnesses
had to trust the people beneath
them to construct the towers
correctly. There is no way we
could have been successful in
this task without working
together as a team.

some getting stuck on the
way, but eventually all making
it out at the other side. This
was one of the most important
activities of the day in terms of
what we got out of it, as it
gave people belief they can
push past what they think are
their boundaries and are not
limited to just their comfort
zone. Help and
encouragement was another
trait we had to demonstrate to
make sure everyone made it
through the caves.
The various team-building
challenges required all
students to work together,
listen to each other,
communicate clearly and be
open with their ideas. These
The low ropes were, in my
holding onto different coloured activities also encouraged
opinion, the highlight of the
holds or sometimes using no quieter, more reserved
day, and I think many of the
holds at all! This was a largely students to speak up and this
Year 10s thoroughly enjoyed individual exercise and was
is something that could
this activity. Learning how to
more about giving people a
definitely be a help in the
clip on and off the wires
taste of something new.
classroom. This developed the
between each obstacle gave
social and communicative
people a real sense of
skills of the Year 10s as well
responsibility, along with the
as problem solving and logical
difficult task of navigating their
thinking which can be helpful
way around the course, which
in exams and lessons also.
consisted of balancing beams,
zip wires over water and
spiders web-like netting. This
task further developed each of
our personal skills, like
balance and co-ordination, but The indoor caving not only
mainly it was about having a
tested the students’ ability to
bit of fun!
move in tight spaces, for some
it was the very thought of
Bouldering was another
being confined and constricted
physically demanding
in a small space that was the
exercise, which tested the
challenge they had to
students’ strength and
overcome. Many were pushed
determination as they made
out of their comfort zone,
their way across the climbing struggling through tight
wall, each time
corners and up little tunnels,
8

What did we learn?
Overall, I think the days were
effective in helping us to
prepare us for the challenges
we will face as we complete
our GCSE programme as we
can apply many of the things
we had to face to our work and
school life.
We were also able to meet,
and work alongside students
that we didn’t know or know
well and this will be very
helpful as we will be working
and socialising in different
groups, both in our GCSE
years and in any future
educational or employment
environments.

OUR VISIT TO CARDINAL
NEWMAN COLLEGE: A
CHANGE OF MINDSET
Before our trip to Cardinal
Newman College I felt quite
unsure about the future
courses I wished to pursue.
However, after listening to the
encouraging and motivating
talks it made me more aware
of the opportunities that are
present in the world around
me.

are receiving help and
guidance from some of the
most passionate teachers in
the country, who really
believe in us. However, we
were told that we must utilise
this fantastic opportunity – as
the result depends on us, if we
are willing to work hard
enough.

After the first talk we had a
chance to reflect on our
character. We were given
questions to answer privately;
When I first entered the gate I these consisted of how we
was greeted by the very
treat others and how we see
friendly staff of the college who ourselves as humans. We had
instructed me to wait with my
the opportunity to work in
fellow peers outside the front
groups, to think about the
door. After our group had
qualities an employer may look
arrived, we went to one of the for. I think most of us were
lecture rooms, where most of
surprised to hear that some of
our day took place, and found the most unexpected qualities
out what our day would hold.
were considered the most
We were first given a talk by
important.
the principal of the college;
beginning his talk by informing After the two hours we were
us about Cardinal Newman
allocated a few areas we were
Did the experience put us in College and the achievements allowed to roam in for our
the right frame of mind?
made. The principal was very twenty minute break. Most of
I believe this day out really
engaging, asking us to lift our us sat down on the patio taking
helped the students
hands as high as we could.
in the pleasant sight, we were
understand what they are
Our group reluctantly raised
surrounded by a lush field with
capable of, along with giving
our arms. However, the
a large fountain. Exploring the
them a release from the hard
principal soon managed to get grounds gave us a sense of
work of Year 10. It taught them us teenagers motivated; as
the college atmosphere.
vital lessons not only for
instructed the boys quickly
After break we were given a
GCSEs but also for higher
managed to stand on their
talk from a past Archbishop
education and the working
chairs, jumping on their toes,
pupil. This man did not do
world. So, if you get the
reaching higher than before. It particularly well in his GCSEs,
opportunity when you start
was a fun start to the day and however he has managed to
Year 10, take it with both
really got us going.
create two businesses that are
hands as not only is it fun,
used by world leading
motivating and memorable, it
The principal then told us
companies such as Snapchat.
might give you skills which are about the places we could get His life story made us feel that
helpful for the rest of your life! to if we worked hard enough.
there is life after failure; we
He reassured us that we are in must be able to pick ourselves
Tom Douglas WT
safe hands; outlining that we
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back up. It was wonderful to
hear that such a successful
man had also walked down the
school drive, just like us!

than something that is easy. It
also pushed me to realise how
fortunate we, as pupils, are to
be in such an outstanding
school. I am now looking
At lunchtime we had the option forward to working hard in my
of vegetarian and
GCSEs and extremely excited
non-vegetarian sandwiches
for my future.
and had the opportunity to
roam around again.
Aamna Lari WT
Our last event was
considerably the most heart
wrenching. We had the
opportunity to hear from Andy
Walker, or Andy Wack as they
call him. Andy Walker
unfortunately has a Spinal Cord
Injury, which resulted in him
becoming wheelchair bound.
His story really made me think
about how quickly life can
change in a split second. He
had so many dreams he
wanted to complete, however
due to his accident he could
not accomplish them. Despite
this major set-back he still got
back up and accomplished
some astonishing things. It
made me feel extremely
thankful and motivated to work
hard and make the most out of
my life.

‘FAITH, NURTURE AND
SERVICE’ SIMPLE YET SO
MEANINGFUL
At the start of the new school
year, my year Year 10, took
part in a three-day long trip. On
the third day, we took part in an
incident hike. We had to work
in teams to walk a five-mile
course. It relied on teamwork to
find our way back to the bus.
My group was the last to begin
the trail. We walked to the start
of the course briskly, enjoying

Overall the day really changed
how I see today’s competitive
society. The talks have given
me a new perspective about
my future; I would like to do
something I love, despite the
difficulties and hard work I will
need to put in. I am hoping to
get into Biomedical
Science – particularly into
research. My day at Cardinal
Newman College made me
realise that I should do
something that I enjoy, rather
10

the countryside as it passed us
swiftly by. The group I was put
in consisted of people that I
was familiar with but I would
not chose to spend my time
with. This made it interesting to
see how we would work
together. So there we were in
the middle of nowhere with a
map and some fields that all
looked the same. At first, we
didn’t have any worries as we
could comfortably see the other
groups ahead of us but panic
started to set in when we lost
sight of them. The only thing
going through my mind was
‘Where are we?’ and ‘How are
we ever going to make it
home?’ Nevertheless, we kept
trudging on. What surprised me
the most was climbing over a
gate into the next field and to
my right was a rather large
cow! I think we all made our
way through that field in record
speed!

SCOPAY UPDATE

As it had been raining the
previous night the ground
beneath us was pure mud. As
you can imagine we all
returned home enveloped in a
layer of mud that night. When
all hope was nearly lost, in the
distance we could see what
looked like the canteen staff
from school. There they were,
waiting for us about two thirds
of the way around the walk
with a lovely warm cup of hot
chocolate. I’ve never
appreciated a cup of hot
chocolate so much in my life.
At this point, we joined up with
the group which had set off
before us, which gave us more
hope and more chance of
making it home.

the hill, knocking the rest of us
down like dominoes. So,
Mr Stringfellow stepped in to
rescue us. But instead of
actually helping, he
decided it was a good idea to
try and push us all up the hill.
As you can probably guess,
this attempt did not succeed.
Then, Mr Carruthers
unambiguously chose to climb
the hill. He had a good tactic at
the start but then ended up
slipping back down. After many
painful attempts, and a few
scratches from a thorn bush
later, we eventually made it up
the hill.

Overall, this was by far my
favourite and the most
enjoyable day. I have made so
The concluding challenge, and many new memories from the
possibly the most hysterical
whole experience. The trip has
part of the day, was an
given me more confidence in
absurdly steep hill climb that
myself and has been an
had turned into a mud slide
amazing experience. It has
throughout the day. Being the helped me to realise that
last group to scale up it, we
anything I set my mind to is
knew it wasn’t going to be
possible. I have learnt that
easy. One half of the group
whatever life throws at me, I
made it up dextrously, leaving can conquer it using
the rest of us helplessly at
perseverance and
what felt like rock bottom. As
determination.
my friend tried to climb up it,
she slipped over and slid down Sarah Rosbottom CO
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Unfortunately the ongoing
issue with our online payments
system is still showing some
parents an inaccurate balance
for their child’s dining account
on www.scopay.com. Please
be assured that we are aware
of this problem and the
confusion it is causing. We can
confirm that there are no
problems with topping up your
child’s account; it is only an
issue affecting the balances
shown. The money is still
added to their account, and
they are still able to purchase
meals in school. The website
company are trying to resolve
the problem, and we will let
parents know as soon as it has
been rectified.
In the meantime, if you would
like access to Parentscope to
see an accurate, up-to-date
balance for your child’s dining
account, please get in touch
with the Finance Office or the
Catering Manager who will be
able to give you this access.
Thank you for your patience
and understanding.
Finance Office

TOMORROW’S ENGINEERS
CLUB

and program the robot to
perform many functions,
including rescuing a (Lego)
person and delivering
humanitarian aid!

she have severe learning
difficulties but she is registered
disabled as well. Every penny
raised really does count."

The pupils are working very
hard to design and develop
their robots, particularly
because Mrs Jackson wants
one to make her a cup of tea…
watch this space!

Since September, pupils aged
14 and under having been
taking part in our ‘Tomorrow’s
Engineers’ club. This involves
building a robot (out of Lego)
that will have to perform many
functions, including picking
something up and transporting
it. We program it using the
‘Lego Mindstorms’ app. It has
sensors that we can build into
it, including infrared sensors
and motion sensors. We will
eventually program them to
make sounds, too!

In March, 20 of our students
will participate in the
‘Tomorrow’s Engineers’
competition. There has to be
50% girls and 50% boys on the
team. We have been given a
large mat that resembles an
RAF base and we have to build

Ms K. Ryder
IT & Computing Teacher
_________________________ The Jeans for Genes charity
help disorder-specific charities
and patient groups to deliver
JEANS FOR GENES
inspiring projects and support
services for children affected
by a genetic disorder in the UK.
The monies raised on Jeans for
Genes Day provide grants for
day-to-day support, equipment,
nursing and patient support
services, and events which
bring together affected children
and their families.
Staff and pupils arrived at
school on Friday 22nd
September 2017 sporting their
jeans with school uniform for
charity. Everyone was invited
to wear jeans, double denim or
triple denim by Miss Catterall,
Head of IT and Computing,
who organised the Jeans for
Genes event. The national
fundraiser raises money to
transform the lives of children
with life-altering genetic
disorders.
"It is a charity very close to my
heart," said Miss Catterall. "My
8 year old niece has Idic 15, a
rare chromosome disorder,
which means that not only does
12

This is the fourth year that the
event has run in school, the
total amount raised from the
event this year is £441.30.
"I'd like to thank everyone who
has supported the event over
the past few years, all
donations really do make a
difference," said Miss
Catterall.

CYCLING — A MESSAGE OF cars pulling out in front of me
CAUTION
on busy roads even though I
had the right of way, car doors
I cycle to and from Archbishop swinging open as passengers
Temple School on a daily basis failed to look behind before
and I would recommend it to
exiting their cars and
anyone, anyone wearing a
pedestrians walking over the
cycle helmet that is. Our roads road without looking.
aren’t like they were twenty
years ago or thirty years ago,
One of the scariest incidents
when you or I may have cycled was last year, when one
to school as children, they are Sunday my 11-year-old son
clogged with large cars that
and I went out for a bike ride.
take up the width of the road
Cycling past a long row of
leaving little space for cyclists. parked cars, I slowed, to let an
More often than not, we are
oncoming car past. My son
cycling across potholes and
wobbled and came off his bike,
drains. There are only a few
I will never forget the sound of
dedicated cycle paths on our
his helmet hitting the concrete
road network in Preston. Our
or the sight of him as he lay
routes as cyclists are bumpy,
there with a, now stationary,
busy and at times astoundingly car inches away from him. I
unsafe.
have no doubt that without his
cycle helmet he would have
Whilst all cyclists may dream of sustained a serious injury.
the cycling utopia that is
Amsterdam the reality of
The British Medical Association
cycling in Preston is somewhat support the introduction of
different. I am of the opinion
legislation making the wearing
that motorists in the city,
of helmets compulsory for both
unfortunately, rule our roads.
children and adults. In their
Drivers are busy, pre-occupied evidence the BMA state
and want to get from A to B
quickly. Whilst many motorists
are incredibly considerate, lots
of others are not. Some even
thinking they can multi-task
with mobile phone in hand.
Your children navigate these
roads to and from school every
weekday morning and
afternoon.
Here are some of the
hair-raising experiences I have
encountered on my route to
work. A double decker bus
brushing past as I peddled up
the hill at Sharoe Green Lane,
13

‘Each year over 50 people
aged 15 years and under are
killed by cycling accidents, with
70-80 per cent of these
resulting from traumatic brain
injury. Several recent studies
have provided solid scientific
evidence that bicycle helmets
protect against head, brain,
severe brain and facial injuries,
as well as death, as a result of
cycling accidents.’
I will never stop cycling. I don’t
wear Lycra and I don’t cycle
particularly fast but I enjoy it
and it keeps me healthy.
Encourage your children to
cycle too, The Guild Wheel
cycleway is an amazing gift to
the city, but please make sure
they wear a cycle helmet.
All children who cycle to school
must ask Mrs Player,
Pastoral Manager, for an
application for a cycle pass.
The school kindly asks that
pupils don’t cycle to school
without receipt of a cycle pass.
Mrs L. Brown
Marketing and PR Officer

HOUSE NEWS

WINCHESTER
Winchester’s fundraising
efforts for Cancer Research
got off to a very entertaining,
yet painful start this month,
with a charity leg wax.

DURHAM
On Wednesday 4th October
2017 Anne Duxbury from the
Make a Wish Foundation
attended a special Durham
House Assembly. Last
academic year pupils and staff
in Durham House raised a
whopping £955.14 for the
charity which does some
wonderful work granting
magical wishes to children and
young people fighting
life-threatening conditions.
This year Durham House will
be supporting Lancashire Mind.
The House have pledged to not
only do some fundraising for
the charity but also to raise
awareness and improve the
mental wellbeing of pupils at
Archbishop Temple School.
Mrs L. Bergon
Head of Durham House

Ronan Paulraj (Head Boy) and
Jo Fullalove (Deputy Head
Boy) bravely decided to have
their legs strip waxed by some
of the paying observers.
The event took place in the
sports hall on Friday 13th of
October and was a painful
experience for both boys,
particularly Ronan who found
the event quite emotional!
They successfully raised over
£50 for charity. Well done to
both boys. It was very
entertaining to watch.
Mr A. Gray
Head of Winchester House

CANTERBURY

coming months and we will
share any up dates and news
with everyone as and when we
receive it.

This year Canterbury will be
sponsoring Elvis, a ten year old
boy from rural Mexico.
Miss L. Walsh
Head of Canterbury House
Over the coming years the
Houses will take it in turn to
raise the money needed to
support Elvis through his
education.
Elvis is the only child of a
single mother. He speaks
Spanish and enjoys football
and toy cars, his favourite
lesson at school is languages.
Canterbury service reps will be
writing letters to Elvis over the
14

issues. The event successfully money for their chosen charity
raised nearly £300!
and invited pupils to the main
hall for
On Tuesday 10th October
"The day was all about 'raising tea and
2017 the corridors were
awareness' and the pupils
chat.
brightened with splashes of
proudly did that," said Head of
sunshine as pupils and staff
York House, Miss D. Keller.
donned yellow garments in
"Young Minds has been
support of World Mental Health chosen by our pupils because
Day. Organised by York
mental health has proved an
House, whose chosen charity important subject matter to
this year is ‘Young Minds’, the many of our youngsters at
event was staged to show
Archbishop Temple School."
consideration to fellow
York House also held a
colleagues and peers who
number of other events
experience anxiety, depression throughout Mental Health
and other mental health
Awareness Week to raise
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YEAR 7 WELCOME DISCO
Pupils and staff had a lot of fun at the Year 7
Welcome Disco on Friday 8th September
2017. The event, organised by
Miss N. Dean, our Transition Co-ordinator,
was an opportunity for our new Year 7
cohort to get to know each other in a more
informal environment. As well as music,
dancing and disco lights the two hour event
included a variety of games including
musical chairs and statues. A tuck shop, ran
by the PTA, was open selling sweets,
chocolate and drinks. We hope that
everyone had a super time, it certainly
looked like they did! Thanks to all the staff
who helped out on the night.
LIBRARY NEWS
The school library has been
very busy since we returned
from the summer break back in
September. To start off we
now have 17 shiny new bays
of shelving, after making space
in a section of the library which
was originally used for
computers. This means that
our library is bigger and better
than ever. We moved all the
non-fiction books into it, and
are currently working on a new
biography section and also a
section for teaching books and
fiction books for staff
members. Having more
shelves also means that we
can have more books for our
fiction sections, which means
more choice and more reading
for our pupils.

in libraries, and has been
possible because of the new
shelving. It’s really good to see
how many books whizz off the
shelves when we do this kind
of promotion of books. As this
has been such a success, we
are now working on our
Halloween display entitled
“Batty for Books”, which will
promote our fantasy and horror
genres. Some members of our
pupil
librarian
team have
been busy
working on
this display
which will
look
amazing
when it is
finished.

We’ve celebrated Roald Dahl
day, National Poetry day, and
World Mental Health Day with
some fabulous book displays.
This form of reader
engagement is very important

We are
looking
forward to
our
forthcoming
author visit
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too. In November we welcome
Alice Broadway author of the
‘Ink’ series. She is going to be
working with Year 8 with some
creative writing workshops.
She will also be available to
sign her book and will be
meeting all our pupil librarians.
It’s going to be a day to
remember!
Mrs N. Dearden
Librarian

POND REFURBISHMENT

Over the summer holiday staff
from Archbishop Temple
School were very busy
undertaking the refurbishment
of the school pond. Located at
the back of the dinner hall,
close to the Chapel, the pond
was in need of a total revamp.
The idea being that once
refurbished the pond could
provide a haven for wildlife as
well as an underwater
micro-safari waiting to be
discovered by our pupils.
"I chose this project as I felt
that the whole school
community would benefit from
a revamp of the ponds at the
back of school," said
Mrs Higson, Catering
Manager. "The children who
use the chapel at break and
lunch will now have the added
responsibility of taking care of
the school fish and maintaining
the wildlife pond that already
houses a large variety of
animals."
The project is a joint venture
between Mrs Higson and Joe
Houghton, the School
Chaplain. Mrs Higson
researched the project and as
soon as school broke up for
the summer it was underway.
Initially the pool was emptied
and 200 fish, and other marine
species including frogs and
newts, were transferred from
the pond into two large baths.
The water was drained and the
pond carpeted.
After that four tons of sand
were unloaded into the empty

pond and a huge lining sheet
was laid across the top. The
lining was battened down at
the edges and a lovely new
water feature built.
All the hard work was carried
out by Mr Boe, Mr and Mrs
Hayward, Mr and Mrs Higson
and their son Henry.
As well as re-introducing all of
the fish and marine creatures
back into their habitat seven
new fish were added. Four of
them are House fish and will
be named by their respective
Houses.
"This area is now a beautiful
place to go and sit and enjoy
the sound of running water
and the abundance of wildlife
on display," said Mrs Higson.
"This project would not have
been achieved without the
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generosity of staff and
partners who gave up part of
their summer holidays to help
Joe and I achieve our goal."
We look forward to catching up
with pupils who attend the
Chapel clubs later on in the
school year to find out about
their underwater explorations,
managing the pond and
safeguarding the wildlife that
reside there. Pond dipping is
something that childhood
memories are made of, we
hope the pond leaves a lasting
impression on all who get
involved. Thanks to everyone
who helped with the
refurbishment.

GEOGRAPHY FIELDWORK

The Geography Department
took Year 11 and Year 9 pupils
on two separate occasions to
the Lake District for fieldwork
this term.
Year 11 visited Grasmere
where their GCSE fieldwork
saw the teams enter the River
Rothay measuring the depth
and width at various points.
The walk up to Easedale Tarn,
the source of the River was
breath-taking, quite literally for
some of the Year 11s, but well
worth the ascent as the view
down into Grasmere was
fantastic and the packed lunch
just made it even better. Fun
was had on the way down
dropping the ping-pong balls
into the flow to measure the
velocity of the river; I can report
that all ping-pong balls were
captured and returned safely to
school!
The second half of the field
work in Grasmere centred
around the management of
tourism. Pupils conducted 3
methods in the town and then
enjoyed world famous

Grasmere Gingerbread and
chocolates before a well
deserved sit down on the
coach for the journey home!

accessibility, land use,
environmental impacts and
over-crowding. Results will be
analysed, presented,
concluded and then evaluated
in a formal assessment in the
next few weeks.

Year 9 visited Bowness over
the course of three days in
early October to polish their
fieldwork skills ahead of GCSE. Mrs L. Gilmour
The day enabled students to
Head of Humanities
conduct 4 methods in the
centre focusing on

WILLIAM TEMPLE ROOM
TRANSFORMED WITH HELP
FROM THE PTA

agencies who are undertaking
pastoral work with pupils.
"The room is much more
user-friendly," said Mrs Player,
Pastoral Manager. "It is now a
calm and welcoming space for
pupils to use should they need
it. Big thanks to the PTA for
making this space possible not
only with financial help but also
donating the paint and
furniture."

Over the summer the William
Temple Room was transformed
with the help of funding raised
and provided by the school
PTA.
The room is used by the school
counsellor and school nurse. It
is also used by other outside
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BAE SYSTEMS STEM
ROADSHOW
Staff and pupils in Years 7 and
8 enjoyed a STEM Roadshow
presented by BAE Systems
and their partners the Royal
Air Force and Royal Navy in
school earlier this month. The
roadshow introduced pupils to
the new technologies that are
integral to the work undertaken
at BAE Systems, focussing on
control systems and computer
technology.
The roadshow was organised
by Mr Duggan, Head of
Technology and Mr McGee,
Head of Science.
"Studying STEM and seeing
the BAE Systems roadshow
allows pupils to connect
subjects together," said
Mr Duggan. "It helps them
understand how broad
engineering is and the breadth
of career opportunities open to
both girls and boys once they
leave school."
The first part of the roadshow
featured on drone technology,
or unmanned aircraft. Pupils
learned about the different
types of drone; from the ones
used within the RAF
to unmanned cars and
miniscule ‘bots’ that can be
used in medicine, so tiny they
can be injected into the
bloodstream to carry drugs to
the parts of the body where
they are most needed. Four
lucky pupils even had the
opportunity to control a drone
in the main school hall, whilst
other pupils watched what it

was filming on the big screen.
Amazing!

The second part of the
roadshow looked at how
computers work. A number of
pupils were invited on stage to
join in with a practical
demonstration to help the
audience understand how
binary code works.

many of the products that BAE
Systems manufacture. For
example, the gyroscope in the
robot is very similar to the
gyroscope that can be found in
fast jets to help them keep
level, or the ships that they
build to keep them stable in
rough seas.

"A huge thanks to BAE
Systems, the Royal Air Force
The final part of the roadshow and the Royal Navy who put on
began with a brief introduction an amazing show for the Year
to the robots featured in the
7 and 8s," said Mr McGee
2004 Sci-Fi movie ‘I-Robot’,
"The pupils got to experience
then everyone was
first hand the world of Artificial
mesmerised as a 70cm high
Intelligence and robotics with a
android robot talked, danced
high end drone being
and sang at the command of a demonstrated along with an
pupil. The section highlighted
interactive robot. The pupils
that, unlike the film, robotic
were given a glimpse into the
technology is controlled by
future and how the world of
us! The robot also showed how robots and computers will work
advanced robotics can be, it
alongside each other."
has features that are present in
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YEAR 7 NORTHUMBERLAND
TRIP
During the summer term 73
pupils from Year 7 went on a
residential trip to
Northumberland, a county in
the North-East of England, to
develop their understanding in
History, Geography and RE.
Pupil Roshan Thomas wrote
about his experiences on his
first school trip with Archbishop
Temple School.
We departed school at 8am on
a long journey to Vindolanda,
where we learnt about Roman
villages and viewed the
Vindolanda site and its
museum which conserves and
displays finds from the site as
well as full sized
reconstructions of the fort and
Hadrian's Wall.

The Roman Army Museum was
a fantastic place that contained
exhibits such as Roman boots,
armour, jewellery, coins and
writing tablets. We also had the
opportunity to watch a 3D
movie called 'The Edge of
Empire' which was about the
life of an ambitious soldier
defending Hadrian's Wall.
Moreover, we experienced a
Roman style lesson with a
holographic teacher called
Vilius who taught us
Geography, Roman numerals
and morals for life in the
Roman Empire.
At Housesteads Roman fort we
all went on a long walk and
saw the beautiful
Northumberland scenery.

When first entering our rooms the best day of the whole trip!
in the Euro Hostel in Newcastle
we were all surprised at how
Our final day at
big our rooms were.
Northumberland consisted of a
journey to Durham Cathedral
The next day we played on the where we learnt about the story
beach at the Holy Island of
of St Cuthbert and the making
Lindisfarne and then continued of the cathedral. We went on a
our journey to Alnwick Castle, guided tour around the
to enjoy a Harry Potter
cathedral and saw the
Broomstick Flying Session and marvellous cathedral in Lego
a tour of the magnificent castle form which contained 300,000
which played a starring role as Lego bricks and took an
Hogwarts School of Witchcraft amazing 3 years to build!
and Wizardry in the first 2
Harry Potter films.
To conclude our trip, we visited
the stunning High Force
On Wednesday 12th July we
Waterfall which was 29 metres
spent the whole day at
tall and a beautiful way to end
Beamish, an open air museum the trip.
where we all experienced life in
the Victorian era. We enjoyed We would like to say a huge
ourselves as we were able to
thank you to all the teachers,
roam around the whole village especially Mr Carruthers for
in groups and visit the
organising this trip for all of us.
fairground, shops and even
We all enjoyed the trip. It was a
have a tour around the village fabulous experience that I'm
on a tram. It was considered as sure no one will forget!
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relations will support us.

We still have opportunities for
pupils to start certain
instruments. We are offering a
4 free lesson trial for flute,
clarinet, sax and oboe to start
after half term. Please email
me at
c.gardner@archbishoptemple.com

MUSIC UPDATE

11 Rock Band and Broughton
Primary School Choir will also
As we are now well into the
be performing in addition to
autumn term, our first Music
some soloists. Tickets
Concert is coming up soon. We available on the door:
are very excited to be hosting £5 adults and £3 concessions.
members of the King's Division
Army Band in school who are
Our final music event for the
going to be working with both
term will take place on
Junior and Senior Concert
Thursday 14th December. Our
Bands during the day and then carol service will take place at
joining us in a joint concert on 7pm at Preston Minster and
Thursday 9th November at
involve our show choir and the
7pm in the Main Hall. Tickets
whole of Year 7 who will be
available on the door:
preparing songs for this with
£5 Adults and £3 Concessions. our singing teacher over the
Junior and Senior Concert
next few weeks. There is no
Band, Senior Jazz and Temple cost to this event and it is
Saxes (our new sax quintet)
hoped that parents, carers and
will all be performing including
some joint performances with
the army members. They will
also give a short performance.
Our second concert will take
place on Thursday 23rd
November at 6.30pm in the
Main Hall. This will showcase
members of Year 5
from Broughton
Primary who will have been in
school during the day doing
percussion and art workshops.
ATS8, Percussion Ensemble,
Junior Jazz, Show Choir, Year

if you would like to take up this
opportunity. Some spaces are
also available for lessons on
tuned percussion, drum kit,
brass, singing and woodwind.

Cologne Christmas Markets

Advance Notice
For pupils who sing in
Showchoir - I am organising a
trip to the Christmas Markets in
Cologne in December 2018 to
perform. Further details for this
trip will be out after half term.
Mrs CJ Gardner
Head of Music

Preston Minster
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GCSE GEOGRAPHY FIELD
VISIT TO ICELAND

cone eroded over time, leaving
the solidified magma behind.
The Geography Department’s There are many folktales that
annual field visit to Iceland is a accompany these strange
formations. The story goes that
real highlight in the school
two giants were at war and
calendar, and yet again, this
tried to trick each other, but the
once in a lifetime visit did not
plan backfired and they both
disappoint!
turned to stone! The cliff and
caves along this beach
Our first taste of Icelandic
culture was a brisk walk down resembled the Giants
Causeway in Ireland. Both
to the promenade just before
landscapes have been formed
our evening meal, we had
beautiful views across the bay by lava cooling slowly into the
hexagonal shapes we enjoyed
to Reykjavik and took deep
posing on for photographs! The
breaths of the clean air. After
our meal we had a private tour highlight here though were the
puffins! We arrived to see the
of Iceland’s only football
stadium; this is the equivalent fledgling puffins learning to fly;
of Wembley Stadium opening they would do large circles over
its door to just us. We had a full our heads and then back to
their nests!
tour and replicated the Viking
Clap in the stands, made
famous in the Euros. Women’s We also saw 2 waterfalls on
football is big in Iceland and the the South Shore. Skogafoss
was breath taking and getting
national women’s team are
soaked in the spray was a
heavily promoted throughout
the city; we were lucky enough welcome refresher after the
423 steps to the top! The
to even meet them as they
second was Seljalandsfoss,
passed through the airport on
their way to play in Holland! It which was the first time many
was great to see the women’s of us got to walk behind such a
huge waterfall, and was truly
team given such great
coverage in comparison to UK impressive (and again we all
got soaked)!
women’s football.

The third day was ‘The Golden
Circle’. We started the day
visiting the huge geo-thermal
power station. Iceland is a
world leader in geo-thermal
power as the whole of
Reykjavik is heated free; all the
central heating and hot water
comes from the huge volcano
at the side of the power station;
hot water pipes laid
under the streets transporting
the hot water heat the
pavements and prevent them
from freezing in the winter. This
was fascinating to see how
natural power could be
harnessed and used so
cleverly to prevent further
damage to the planet from
fossil fuel exploration and
combustion.

After we visited Thingvellir
National park, the only place on
earth where you can see and
walk between the two tectonic
plates (N. American and
Eurasian plates are moving
apart by 2cm a year)! However,
we could not stay too long here
as the park closed at 4pm as
they were filming for Game of
Thrones! We also experienced
geysers. They were fascinating
as every 2-5 minutes Strokkur,
the largest geyser shoots water
The first full day was spent on Another to tick off the ‘bucket
list’ was visiting Solheimajokull 200m into the air - we stood in
the South Shore, between
glacier tongue. The tongue had anticipation waiting for the
Reykjavik and Vik. We made
our way to the black lava sand retreated a distance compared perfect picture!
to last year, and we were not
beach at Reynishverfi. We
able to go too close as due to We also visited Gullfoss
could see perfect coastal
the warm weather (17C) the
waterfall, which was truly
formations of caves, arches,
glacier had become unstable
breath taking; despite the rain
stacks and stumps as well as
and was dangerous to
as at least it meant we were
volcanic plugs off the coast.
approach. The glacier was still already wet! We enjoyed the
These are the remains of
fresh air and the sense of
ancient volcanoes. The magma impressive and had us
memorised
with
its
sheer
size
freedom as the water roared
solidified in the vent and the
and beauty.
over the double falls and into
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the 60m deep gorge below.
From water to fire, as we
visited Kerið crater which was a
unique experience for all as we
walked down into the old
volcano. The view from the top
was equally outstanding. We
collected some of the red and
purple volcanic rocks as
souvenirs as the colours were
so vibrant due to the mineral
deposits in the lava.
The final day in Iceland was
one of relaxation- we had free
time in the morning to buy
souvenirs and some lunch in
Reykjavik for the final time. We
did some sight-seeing from
Hallgrimskirkja Church (the
tallest building in Iceland) and
the many statues dotted
around this beautiful city. The
afternoon was one of the best
experiences of the whole
trip- the luxurious world
famous spa, The Blue
Lagoon! It is so special
because of the minerals
that smooth the skin and
the 40-degree waters. It
was funny to see
everyone with the free mud
masks on! We had a
fantastic time here and
would highly recommend it.

and talking once the bell had
rung to hear if it was a boy or
girl. A girl had been born and
everyone cheered and clapped.
How lovely!
We had time for duty free
shopping in the massive airport
and lunch before our flight
home. But just before our
Icelandic adventure came to an
end we saw the Icelandic
Women’s Team. We managed
to film their reception and were
waving our flags in support with
the rest of them!

Congratulations to the
winners of the Iceland
Photographic Competition.
Winner of the 'Experiences'
category with Kerio crater
Davina Vader
Winner of the 'Judges
Favourite' with Solheimajokull
Glacier Miss Walsh
Winner of the 'Landscapes
category' with the Great Geysir
Fozia Taylor

Winner of the 'Unique Iceland'
A brilliant trip; thanks to you all category Jasmine Laker
for making it so special.
Role on next year!
Winner of the 'Water' category
with Selijalandfoss
You can see the video of our
Maryam Ibrahim
trip on the school website.
Mrs L. Gilmour
Head of Humanities

The last night was spent at
the Hamburger Factory in
Reykjavik where we
experienced what happens
when someone is born!
Quite unexpectedly, a bell
is rung and the population
tally on the wall is amended
to show an increase in
population.
Everyone stopped eating
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THANK-YOU FOR
COLLECTING SAINSBURY’S
ACTIVE KIDS VOUCHERS
The Technology Department
would like to thank all the
parents and carers who
collected Sainsbury’s Active
Kids vouchers earlier this year.
The school received over
seven thousand vouchers,
swapping them for catering
equipment for the newly
refurbished Food Technology
room.
“We were able to buy lots of
new equipment,” said
Mrs H. Gornall, Food
Technology Teacher. “Last
week a group were able to
blind bake their pastry, leave
them to cool and then work on
their roasted Mediterranean
vegetable flan fillings the following day. This was only possible because we now have
enough baking tins for all the
pupils to use.”
"We now have measuring
spoons which can be used by
the Year 7 pupils, so they know
the size and weight of
ingredients before they add
them to their dishes."
The order also included frying
pans, graters, sieves, garlic
presses, serving platters,
spatulas and oven trays to be
used in the Food Technology

rooms’ new ovens. Fridge
thermometers were included in
the order so pupils can learn
about Health and Safety in the
kitchen and a Sainsbury’s
voucher was sent enabling the
staff to buy herbs and spices to
be used in the pupils’ dishes.
As well as new catering
equipment, pupils are also
benefitting from a complete
makeover of the
Food Technology room. The
refurbishment took place over
the summer holiday.
“We now have an extraction
system, new ovens, hobs that

work on gas and electricity,
new fridges, a large
demonstration space,
preparation areas that are easy
to clean and maintain, more
storage and hot and cold
running water,” said
Mrs Gornall. “The children love
the new facilities. Pupils are
keen to stay behind after
school for the KS3 Cooking
Club and older pupils are eager
to get started on their
GCSE Food Preparation and
Nutrition projects; it’s a great
environment for them to
complete their ‘Masterchef’
style GCSE exam.”

CHRISTMAS TREE FESTIVAL
St. Michael and All Angels Church, Ashton-on-Ribble, Preston are holding a
Christmas Tree Festival on Friday 15th to Sunday 17th December 2017.
As well as the display of decorated trees there will be entertainment and refreshments running
throughout the festival.
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PTA NEWS AND EVENTS

As our school’s PTA prepare
for one of the highlights of the
school calendar, the annual
Bonfire and Firework
Celebrations, Hazel Holt
ex-Chair of the PTA reflects on
her time spent involved in
fundraising activities for the
school.
“As I leave my role as Chair of
Archbishop Temple School
PTA, I wanted to reflect on my
time as a member of the
Archbishop Temple Family.”

one and my lasting memory is
one of the teachers hugging
me and saying what a fantastic
“My eldest daughter started in night it had been, making the
Year 7 in September 2009,
school feel like a community
when I joined the PTA. It was a again. We’ve now added the
small group of dedicated
Colour Dash as another big
parents, struggling to keep the event which I think will grow
momentum of fundraising
into something as brilliant.”
going. (Sound familiar?)”
“I have met some fantastic
“I was very lucky because as I people who have supported
moved into the role of Chair,
the school in all of its events,
the wonderful Mrs Jackson
raising money to provide some
became Head. We got on like amazing things for the
a house on fire, both wanting
teachers and pupils and
the same thing, to make ATS
without all of them, my time
the best it could be.”
would not have been the blast
it has been.”
“I really enjoy the buzz of
creating something fun, that
“I’m stepping away as my
gets people involved and
youngest daughter has just left
raises money for the school for and although I will really miss
the extras. So I set out to
the Archbishop Temple School
encourage more parents to join Family, I would like to wish the
the PTA and to revitalise the
new Chair, Claire Sheridan all
PTA activities.”
the very best.”

was something I was always
keen to do, to meet new
people and other parents, to
find out more about the school,
be informed and above all to
help make the school the best
it can be. Hopefully as the new
Chair I can help to make this
happen, not only raising as
much money as we can but
also to put on some great
social events that every child,
parent and friend of the school
can be part of.”
DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Bonfire and Fireworks Night
Friday 27th October 2017
Tickets on sale now
In advance
£16 for a family of 4
£4.50 single
On the door
£5 per person
https://www.trybooking.co.uk/CUP

Ex-Year 11 Presentation
“My proudest achievement has Although we bid a fond farewell Evening
been the Bonfire Evening
to Hazel we warmly welcome
Wednesday 8th November
which when I suggested it, I
the PTA’s new Chair,
2017
think people thought I was
parent Claire Sheridan, “I
6pm Sports Hall
mad. As usual, with quite a lot joined the PTA last year when
of hard work we held the first
my son joined the school - it
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SPORTS PRESENTATION
EVENING
During the final week of the
summer term the PE
Department held a Sports
Presentation Evening to
celebrate the outstanding
sporting success of our
dedicated students. This
prestigious event was held at
Barton Grange Hotel.
Before presenting the awards
Mrs K Jones, Head of PE,
spoke about her own passion
for sport. She asked the
audience a question that she,
herself, was posed in high
school, “Would you rather win
a bad game or lose a good
game?”
Before answering she went
On to talk further about the
benefits of sport. She enthused
about the feeling of elation
when winning a match or
competition, the joy of
celebrating with team-mates
and the friendship and
camaraderie that being
engaged in sport can bring.
She said, “In years to come
you may not remember who
scored that winning goal, who
got that deciding point, but
you’ll remember the person
who picked you up when you
felt like you wanted to quit,
when you felt like you should
have been left on the bench, or
worse, when you felt like you
should’ve stayed in bed.”
Asking again, “Would you
rather win a bad game or lose
a good game?” Mrs Jones
answered that although, like
many other competitive sports
people, she loves to win she

thinks that what really matters
are the lasting friendships you
have gained from playing team
sports. Thinking about her own
memories and experiences
from playing sport she said she
would have rather lost than to
never have played and formed
those relationships.

Finishing off Mrs Jones talked
about the phenomenal
achievements that many of our
young sports participants have
gained over the past year.
From the successes at the
Preston Indoor Athletics
Championships, Town Sports,
the Year 7 Boys Basketball
Team reaching the National
Mrs Jones then went on to talk Finals to the Year 7 Boys
about resilience, bouncing
Football Team reaching the top
back from a defeat and striving four in the country, to the
to achieve a better result. She success of the Archbishop
said, “Resilience is one of the Temple School’s climbing
most important characteristics teams and the girls’ football
a person can possess. The
teams.
ability to bounce back from
disappointment, accepting your “None of this would have been
mistakes and changing your
possible without the support of
behaviour in response to those your families and your teachers
mistakes, recovering from
and, your own incredible hard
those tough times and those
work, resilience and
difficult situations, who wouldn’t determination. We are
want to play sport –it can only extremely proud of you,” said
make you a better person!”
Mrs Jones. “I know, that to
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achieve the results you did, not Elizabeth Wafer was awarded
only did you strive for
the Outside Achievement
excellence, you never gave up Award.
when faced with challenges.”
Ciaran Dulley was awarded the
Well done to the following
Sports Leader of the Year
pupils;
Award.
Bryce Martland and
Lauran Tunstall was awarded
Anet Anthony were awarded
Sports Participant of the Year
the Eileen Smith Award for
Award.
contribution to school sport and
a great attitude.

YEAR 7 BOYS AND GIRLS
the other year groups, with
TRIUMPH AT THE PRESTON boys from Years 10 and 11
DISTRICT CROSS COUNTRY coming second in their year
CHAMPIONSHIPS
group.
Some of our new starters at
Archbishop Temple School
celebrated last month after
achieving fantastic results at
the Preston District Cross
Country Championships.

"It was a super effort from all
involved," said Mrs Jones,
Head of PE. "Particularly as the
conditions were very wet and
very muddy!"

Both the Year 7 boys and
Year 7 girls bagged first place
at the championships. There
were also some great results in

Overall results
Year 7 Boys - 1st place
Year 7 Girls - 1st place
Year 8/9 Boys - 3rd place

The Year 8 Girls Indoor
Athletics Team were awarded
the Girls Team of the Year
Award.
The Year 7 Boys Football
Team were awarded the Boys
Team of the Year Award.
Luke Parker and Amy Fletcher
were both awarded the Sports
Personality of the Year Award.

Year 8/9 Girls - 3rd place
Year 10/11 Boys - 2nd place
Year 10/11 Girls - 6th place

INTERHOUSE

FOOTBALL NEWS
Year 7 played their first game
for school coming from 0-3
down at half time to beat
Accrington Academy 5-4 in
extra time.
Year 8 boys played at Kirkby
Stephen and won 4-2. They
followed up with a 3-1 win
against Fulwood Academy the
following week. Well done!

We love a bit of healthy competition here at Archbishop Temple
School. Every Thursday the PE Department hold different fun,
challenging and competitive Interhouse sports events. They are
a chance for pupils from each of the school's four Houses,
Canterbury, Durham, Winchester and York to compete against
each other and earn points for their House. At the end of each
school year the Interhouse Assault Course takes place. Here
are the results from the end of the summer term.
Year 7

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

1st Canterbury

York

Durham

Canterbury

2nd York

Durham

Canterbury

York

3rd Durham

Winchester

York

Durham

4th Winchester

Canterbury

Winchester

Winchester
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Autumn Concert
Thursday 23rd November 2017
Main School Hall
Featuring
Year 5 pupils from Broughton
Primary, ATS8,
Percussion Ensemble, Junior
Jazz, Show Choir,
Year 11 Rock Band and
Broughton Primary School Choir.
£5 adults £3 concessions
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